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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Twenty-Third Day: Monday, January 1, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 229-66-38-27—29%W, 57%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #2 Attyia (3rd race)—9-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #7 Shim (2nd race)—12-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)STARSHIP IMPULSE: Love the stretch out to 8-panel trip; Saez stays   
(#3)BEAUTIFUL ALLY: Tough beats in past 2 on this level; stretches out 
(#6)BOSTON MINE: Aired in slop two-back; suspect form on “fast” strips 
(#7)DON’T TALK BACK: Like the turf-to-dirt play; second off the sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-6-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)SHIM: He’s the lone speed on paper; drops in for a tag, picks up Zayas   
(#9)TAKEITTOTHEEDGE: He’s bred top and bottom to relish turf; big drop 
(#6)DEPENDABLE PHIL: Is capable fresh, blinkers “off”; loves show dough 
(#3)SMART RETURN: Has a reliable late kick on turf; 15-1 on morning line 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-6-3 
 
 
RACE THREE—Abundantia Stakes 
(#2)ATTYIA: Close second behind a monster in her last; sharp turf form   
(#3)BRANDY’S GIRL: Been facing the boys in last five outings; consistent 
(#5)SYLPHIDE: Route-to-sprint move on point; “bullet” 5F move in holster 
(#6)TOUCH OF BLING: Toss last on “yielding” turf; third start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)FORTUNE COOKIE: Marked improvement on the main track; hood “on”   
(#5)TITOCHIP: Hooks a non-descript crew trying winners in first off claim 
(#3)FELIX IN FABULA: Woke up on dirt in first start for a tag; stalking trip 
(#2)JALEN HURTS: Last is better than it looks on paper; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-3-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)ROGUE PATRIOT: On the drop for Gullo; placed in six-of-seven lifetime   
(#4)MONEY BROKER: Impressed in dirt debut; outfit has been white hot 
(#5)HARD WAY WINNER: Broke his maiden for $25K, drops; 3rd off shelf 
(#6)DEMAND RANSOM: Route-to-sprint a +; has never been in this cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-5-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)CHARLIE MOPS: Calls the shots from the 1-hole; slight cut back suits   
(#8)SHAHROZE(IRE): Versatile, turns back to 9-furlong trip; dirt-to-turf 
(#3)MOHICAN: Bay is at his best in 2-turn grass affairs; should love 9F 
(#7)BEALESTREET DANCER: Improved with hood “off”; exits “live” heat 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-3-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)CAPT. OVERDRIVE: Have to catch him to beat him; 8-1 on the M.L.   
(#4)DREAMING OF J C: Gets the needed class relief; needs a sharp start 
(#9)EL GUERRERO AZTECA: Woke up on this level in last; gets in light 
(#1)WONDER ROCK: Broke sharp, spit bit on debut; big class drop for Sano 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-9-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#8)CRIME DOG: Steady improvement on turf; creeps down in class, gelded   
(#2)FREUDIAN FALL: Big late turn of foot in last while stepping up in class 
(#5)DENEB: Improved off the layoff, gets J. Ortiz, Jr.; 7.5F beyond scope? 
(#4)VISIONS OF YOU: Fleet of foot and stretches out; Rosario stays astride 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-5-4 
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RACE NINE—Janus Stakes 
(#5)HOGY: 17-time winner is the class of the field; mows them down late   
(#6)PLATINUM PRINCE: Stakes-placed going 5F on turf; J.J. Castellano up 
(#1)EXTRAVAGANT KID: Handy; is riding a two-race stakes win streak 
(#3)VISION PERFECT: Like the route-to-sprint play; high-percentage barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-1-3 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#9)COLLEGE HOLLY: Rolling late while wide in last; reliable kick on turf   
(#6)FEARLESS PRINCESS: Third in the key prep; Ortiz rides for hot outfit 
(#7)LOYA: 7YO will break running; impressed two starts back for $16K tag 
(#2)ATHERA: Barn is effective off claim; placed in 4-of-6 on GP’s course 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-6-7-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#1)LADY BLESSINGS: Two-pronged drop on the money; sits stalking trip 
(#9)SILVERADO MIST: Liking the cutback to five-panel trip; big time drop 
(#2)LADY KANTHAROS: Drops like a bad habit; is bred to handle the grass 
(#3)NOTHINS FREE: Was 1-paced late despite the class drop in last outing 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-2-3 
 
 
 
 
 


